
Glossary for David Bentley Hart’s The Beauty of the Infinite

Specific Glossary

Abendland - the West; the “evening land” [Heidegger’s term]

Anwesen - presence; source of meaning [Heidegger’s term]

Aufhebung - sublate; lift up; support whilst upheaving [Hegel’s term]

Carpocratian - a follower of Carpocrates (Gnostic) who taught that humans can attain to a 
higher degree of illumination than that of Jesus

Eleatic - of or relating to a school of Greek philosophers founded by Parmenides and developed 
by Zeno and marked by belief in the unity of being and the unreality of motion or change

Erde - dirt, earth, or soil; globe, world

Ereignis - event; something coming into view [Heidegger’s term]

es gibt - “there is”; “it gives”; the givenness of being [Heidegger’s term]

exendance - an exit from being that is without definite trajectory and guided only by the need to 
escape [Levinas’s term]

Gelassenheit - releasement; the spirit of disponibilité (i.e. availability) before What-Is which 
permits us simply to let things be in whatever may be their uncertainty and their mystery 
[Heidegger’s term]

Geviert - the Fourfold; the constellation of the world [Heidegger’s term]

il y a - characteristic French expression for “there is” or “there are” appropriated to signify a 
terrifying. formless neutrality or void devoid of meaning which is manifested through 
engagement with the Other [Levinas’s term]

Kehre - the Turn; the nurturing or maintenance of openness to being [Heidegger’s term]

Liebestod - “love death”; an aria or duet performed in opera marking the suicide of lovers

Sittlichkeit - ethical life; ethical order [Hegel’s term]

Unzeitgemäße Betrachtungen - Untimely Meditations; Unfashionable Observations 
[Nietzsche’s term]

Verweisung - reference, referral, assignment; every significant referral is a relation but not 
every relation is a significant referral [Heidegger’s term]



Welt - world

Wesen - a being; creature; essence (specifically of technology) [Heidegger’s term]

Wessensschau - phenomenological “intuition of essences” [Heidegger’s term]

Zug - inertia; tendency [Heidegger’s term]

General Glossary

agon - a struggle or contest; a conflict, especially one between the protagonist and antagonist 
in a literary work

aleatory - depending on the throw of a dice or on chance; random

aletheia - truth or disclosure in philosophy

alluvial - loose, unconsolidated, not cemented together into a solid

amphiboly - ambiguity which results from ambiguous grammar, as opposed to one that results 
from the ambiguity of words or phrases, viz., equivocation

anacoluthic - of pertaining to a sentence or clause that is grammatically inconsistent

analects - a collection of excerpts or quotes

anamnetic - encompassing, integrating, and incorporating all-inclusively

anfractuous - sinuous or circuitous

apeiron - unlimited, infinite, or indefinite; without end, limit

aperilepton - outlineless; without an outline; uncircumscribed

aperçus - comments or brief references that make illuminating or entertaining points

apotropaic - having the power to avert evil influences or bad luck

appanage - a grant; a necessary accompaniment

apposite - apt in the circumstances or in relation to something

appresentation - lack of portrayal of someone or something as being of a certain nature

atelic - not directed or tending to a definite end

autochthony - originating where found; indigenous; springing from the earth or native soil



autotelic - having a purpose in and not apart from itself

bathos - the sudden appearance of the commonplace in otherwise elevated matter or style; 
triteness

bibulous - highly absorbent; fond of alcoholic beverages

bifid - divided into two equal lobes or parts by a median cleft

callow - (especially of a young person) inexperienced and immature

canny - very clever and able to make intelligent decisions; shrewd

carceral - of, relating to, or suggesting a jail or prison

catalectic - lacking a syllable at the end of a line in metrical verse or ending in an incomplete 
foot

catenation - the process of connecting in a series; linking

chary - cautiously or suspiciously reluctant to do something; wary

chora - (also Khôra) outside of the city proper; interval, gap or space, tertium quid

choreia - a circle dance accompanied by singing

chorismos - ontological gap or separation between Plato's world of forms (i.e. the kosmos 
noetos) and the world of appearances (i.e. the kosmos aisthetos)

clastic - denoting rocks composed of broken pieces of older rocks

coloratura - elaborate ornamentation of a vocal melody, especially in operatic singing by a 
soprano

concinnity - the skillful and harmonious arrangement or fitting together of the different parts of 
something

concrescence - the coalescence or growing together of parts originally separate

congeries - a disorderly collection; a jumble

cosset - care for and protect in an overindulgent way

crepuscular - of, resembling, or relating to twilight

cryptadia - a collection of things to be kept hidden

debile - marked by debility : feeble



decorticate - remove the bark, rind, or husk from

defatigation - weariness; fatigue

deliquescent - becoming liquid or having a tendency to become liquid

demotic - denoting or relating to the kind of language used by ordinary people; popular or 
colloquial

diamantine - made from or reminiscent of diamonds

diaphaneity - Sufficiently thin, delicate, finely textured or airy as to be translucent

diaphoral - doubling of a common name to perform two logical functions or significances

diastematic - pertaining to a gap, space, interval or cleft

diegesis - a narrative or plot

diegetical - pertaining to a narrative or plot

diremption - a sharp division into two parts; disjunction; separation

dithyramb - a wild choral hymn of ancient Greece, especially one dedicated to Dionysus

divagation - a wandering; a straying

divarication - the act or process of diverging, spreading apart, or branching off

docetic - pertaining to Docetism

dubeity - the state or quality of being doubtful; uncertainty

dégringolade - a rapid decline or deterioration (as in strength, position, or condition); downfall

ecpyroses - periodic destructions by fire (from the Stoic ekpyrosis)

elegy - a poem of serious reflection, typically a lament for the dead

elision - the act or an instance of omitting something

enucleate - to remove the nucleus, pith or core

epektasis - tension towards or upward-striving towards

epigone - a less distinguished follower or imitator of someone, especially an artist or 
philosopher



estaminet - a small cafe in France that sells alcoholic drinks

etoliate - to deplete of vigor or vital essence; to enfeeble

exiguous - very small in size or amount; niggardly

farrago - a confused mixture; a hodgepodge

fatidic - of or relating to prophecy

feckless - lacking initiative or strength of character; irresponsible

fictile - of relating to earthenware or pottery; capable of being molded; plastic

fillip - something that acts as a stimulus or boost to an activity

foison - a rich harvest; physical energy, strength or resource

foro intus - a homely or inside forum

frui vs. uti - Augustine’s distinction between enjoyment and use, respectively

fulminant - (of a disease or symptom) severe and sudden in onset

griseous - of a light color or white mottled with black or brown : grizzled

gustative - relating to or associated with eating or the sense of taste; gustative

haruspication - an act or instance of foretelling something; a form of divination

heliotropism - the directional growth (of a plant) in response to (sun)light

helotry - the condition of serfdom or slavery

hypotaxis - the subordination of one clause to another

illeity - an eternal embodiment of the self

impetration - to obtain by request or entreaty; to ask for or to entreat

inanition - exhaustion caused by lack of nourishment

inderacinable - indestructible; inextirpable

indiscerptibly - in a way that is not subject to being separated into parts

insipience - lack of wisdom or intelligence; foolishness

inspissated - thickened or congealed



instaurate - to renew or renovate; to ressource

integument - a tough outer protective layer, especially that of an animal or plant

inveigle - persuade (someone) to do something by means of deception or flattery

invigilation - a keeping watch; a supervision of candidates during an examination

irredentism - a political principle or policy advocating the restoration to a country of any territory 
formerly belonging to it

irrefrangible - impossible to refute; impossible to break or alter

joie de mourir - joy of dying

kenoma - Valentinus’ (Gnostic) term for the lower world of phenomena, or emptiness

lares - gods of the household worshiped in ancient Rome

lekta - a Stoic distinction designating (evental) incorporeal “sayables” as opposed to corporeal 
bodies

lethe - forgetfulness; oblivion

lexeme - a meaningful linguistic unit that is an item in the vocabulary of a language

limen - a threshold (below which a stimulus is not perceived or is not distinguished from 
another)

mactate - to kill (in sacrifice)

maieutic - (of or denoting) the Socratic mode of inquiry, which aims to bring a person's latent 
ideas into clear consciousness

manqué - short of or frustrated in the fulfillment of one's aspirations or talents

manumission - the act of a slave owner freeing his or her slaves

marginalium - marginal notes

melismatic - pertaining to a passage of multiple notes sung to one syllable of text, as in 
Gregorian chant

meretricious - tawdrily and falsely attractive; superficially significant; of or related to a prostitute

metonym - a word, name or expression used as a substitute for something else with which it is 
closely associated



mittence - a sending forth; an emittance 

motile - exhibiting or capable of movement

multifarious - having or occurring in great variety

neurasthenic - pertaining to (or a sufferer of) a condition that is characterized especially by 
physical and mental exhaustion usually with accompanying symptoms such as headache and 
irritability

nictitation - winking or blinking

nisus - a mental or physical effort to attain an end; a perfective urge or endeavor

nubilous - obscure or vague; indefinite; cloudy or foggy

numen - the spirit or divine power presiding over a thing or place

obsecration - earnest pleading or supplication

obstreperous - noisy and difficult to control

oneiric - relating to dreams or dreaming

ordonnance - the systematic or orderly arrangement of parts, especially in art and architecture

palindromic - pertaining to a word, phrase, or sequence that reads the same backward as 
forward

paraenetic - of or relating to moral and ethical exhortation

paratactic - of or relating to the placing of clauses or phrases one after another without 
coordinating or subordinating connectives

parataxis - the placing of clauses or phrases one after another without coordinating or 
subordinating connectives

penates - household gods worshiped in conjunction with Vesta and the lares by the ancient 
Romans

peras - a boundary, limit, end, extremity or conclusion

peregrination - a journey, especially a long or meandering one

peripety - a sudden and unexpected change of fortune or reverse of circumstances (especially 
in a literary work)

perlocutionary - a speech act, as viewed at the level of its consequences, such as persuading, 
convincing, scaring, enlightening, inspiring, or otherwise affecting the listener



perpulchrum - a more than beautiful object; a thoroughly suffused beauty

persiflage - light and slightly contemptuous mockery or banter

phainein - a revealing or a bringing to light; an epiphany

philokalia - a love of the beautiful, the good

piscine - of or concerning fish

plangent - (of a sound) loud, reverberating, and often melancholy

porrection - a Christian ecclesial act of holding something out for presentation or acceptance

prolate - (of a spheroid) lengthened in the direction of a polar diameter

propaedeutic - preparatory study or instruction

pullulate - breed or spread so as to become extremely common

purblind - partly blind; lacking in vision, insight, or understanding; obtuse

purdah - seclusion of women from public observation among Muslims and some Hindus 
especially in India; a state of seclusion or concealment

pusillanimity - the quality or state of being cowardly

qurban - the sacrifice of a livestock animal during Eid-ul-Adha

recrudesce - to break out or become active again

refractoriness - the insensitivity to further immediate stimulation that develops in irritable and 
especially nervous tissue as a result of intense or prolonged stimulation

repletion - the act or process of replenishing or state of being replenished following depletion 
(as of a constituent of the blood)

salubrious - favorable to or promoting health or well-being

semeia - signs (often specifically in a Christic sense)

semeiosis - a process in which something functions as a sign to an organism

sempiternal - of never-ending duration

simulacra - an insubstantial form or semblance of something

skepsis - philosophical doubt as to the objective reality of phenomena



sobornost - spiritual harmony based on freedom and unity in love; ecumenicity

solecism - an ungrammatical combination of words in a sentence; something deviating from the 
proper, normal, or accepted order; a breach of etiquette or decorum

soupçon - a little bit; a very small quantity of something

specular - of, relating to, or having the qualities of a mirror

strand - the land bordering a body of water

subtend - to underlie so as to include; to occupy an adjacent and usually lower position to and 
often so as to embrace or enclose

surd - lacking sense; irrational

syncope - loss of consciousness resulting from insufficient blood flow to the brain; the loss of 
one or more sounds or letters in the interior of a word

syntagma - a syntactic element

syntaxis - A convergence of mountain ranges, or geological folds, towards a single point

tabescence - the condition of being wasted or in decay, especially as a gradual process

tain - A type of paper-thin tin plate; tinfoil used as a backing for mirrors

telluric - of or relating to the earth

temenos - piece of land cut off as an official or sacred domain

tergiversation - evasion of straightforward action or clear-cut statement; desertion of a cause, 
position, party, or faith

thaumata - marvels, wonders

tremulous - characterized by or affected with trembling or tremors; affected with timidity

turba - uproar and disturbance; mob, crowd, throng

turbid - thick or opaque with or as if with roiled sediment, smoke, or mist; deficient in clarity or 
purity; characterized by or producing obscurity

umbratile - carried on in seclusion; of an insubstantial nature

uti vs. frui - Augustine’s distinction between use and enjoyment, respectively

velleity - a wish or inclination not strong enough to lead to action



venery - the art, act, or practice of hunting; animals that are hunted; sexual indulgence

volitation - the act or power of flying


